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“I think hard times are coming when we will be wanting
the voices of writers who can see alternatives to how we
live now and can see through our fear-stricken society
and its obsessive technologies to other ways of being,
and even imagine some real grounds for hope. We will
need writers who can remember freedom. Poets,
visionaries, the realists of a larger reality.”
— Ursula K. Le Guin
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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

We’re told that the map is not the territory, which
either means that the word is not the thing it denotes, or
that the image is not the landscape. There are a lot of
images of landscapes in this issue of TFF, whether
literal (scorched countrysides, deadly riverbanks,
rebelling nature, predatory trees) or figurative
(starscapes, magical hierarchies) or both (landfill and
human corruption). We’re told that we should not
confuse the words that connote with the lands and
images that we evoke in response to them.
If the pieces of writing in this 43rd issue have any
common thread, it may be that the world is much bigger
than we are, that the petty rules and expectations of
humanity are easily broken, that the planet will be there
longer than we or our creations or our institutions will.
That what we think we are leaving behind will
eventually be eaten by the rocks, just as our bones will.
That our attempts to oppress, suppress or control people
or creatures that we consider inferior or transgressive
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are bound to fail eventually, either through inevitable
passage of time or through violent resistance. That even
if we are trapped, by societal forces or by our own
imprisoned psyches, we cannot be held forever—neither
we nor our captors will be here forever. Whether this is
a moral of hope or of despair is for us to decide, as
always. The stories are not reality, but if they have a
relation to it in direct or indirect ways, they can still be
useful as a map of the territories.
One last word: we’ve have recently opened the call
for submissions for Making Monsters, an anthology
seeking speculative stories and poems that retell or
reimagine classical monsters. We’re open to broad
definitions of “speculative” and “classical,” and as
always with Futurefire.net Publishing we’re especially
interested in marginalised characters (figures
transgressing and transgressed against in their
monstrosity) and all the intersections of feminism and
related axes of response to violence and oppression.
This is the first collaboration between FFN and another
press, so we’re interested to see how this pans out.
Please send us your stories: we’re reading until
February 28, 2018.
In the meantime, do enjoy the great stories and
poems by J.N., Joshua, Karen, Kelly, Kiera, Maria and
Petra, and the lovely artwork by Carmen, Cécile, Jason,
Katharine, Laura-Anca, Pear and Rachel.
Djibril al-Ayad, December 2017
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
press.futurefire.net/2017/12/new-issue-201743.html
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Trash Goes in the Ground
Kelly Rose Pflug-Back

Illustration © 2017, Laura-Anca Adascalitei.

I saw a woman who looked like you, the other day. Not
the way you look now but the way you used to look
back when I knew you, her long dust-brown hair
blowing across her face. She was sitting on the stoop
outside of the Mission, lighting one of those skinny
hand-rolled cigarettes. The flame illuminating her face
for a second, before the shadows swarmed her again. I
took a snap-shot of her in my mind, Michelle, because I
hardly ever see you anymore. And when I do it’s just
from a distance, and you look so different now that I
have to look away.
When I sleep I dream about searchlights drifting over
the surface of the mill pond, touching the little ripples
on the water and making it sparkle like cut glass. I
dream about white teeth in a twisted-up red mouth, birds
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flying in a V across the darkening sky. If you were here
maybe I could ask you what it all means. But you’re not,
Michelle, so I just press the heels of my hands into my
eyes and wait for the images to leave me, like
everything does in the end.
It was morning when they found his body, floating
there. His spit-polished boots arranged all neatly on the
platform at the top of the grain silo, like that was what
he left instead of a note.
At first I thought about doing it too. I would crawl
into the culvert pipe in the ravine with the silt and the
old leaf skeletons underneath me, and I would just cry
and cry. Touching the bottle of pills in my pocket,
unscrewing the cap and then putting it back on.
Everybody does it like that, because the pills are so easy
to get. They just give them to anybody who asks,
anybody who says they toss and turn at night or feel like
they don’t have a reason anymore.
I remember sitting with him on those broken chunks
of concrete by the docks, outside the pools of light from
the hydrogen lamps that stay on all night so people
won’t sleep there. I would take the 40oz from his hand
every time he passed it to me and I would tell myself
this was my sacrifice to him, something I would do so
he didn’t have to do it alone. Not everybody’s pain can
be dealt with gently, and I would remind myself that
when I saw new cut marks on his inner arms, fresh
gashes of red overlapping with years of older scars. We
would just drink and drink and when we ran out of
booze one time we went to the store and he stole some
Listo, and we drank that too. It made me sick and
delirious, the lights from the moon and the stars and the
grain refinery all bleeding together, running like tears
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down to the horizon until my eyelids closed and blacked
the world out for another night.
Here’s the way it goes, he told me once: we used to
leave behind legacies, but now all we leave behind is
trash. Every plastic toothbrush, every zip-lock bag and
pop bottle. The lid of every cup of coffee we ever
bought. It all just collects inside the earth, and it stays
there, never going back into the rot like things are
supposed to. Just filling up the distended tumors of
landfills, the dust-choked fistulas of old subway tunnels
and closed-off mines. Filling up the concrete halls of
those underground rabbit warrens where they stick us all
eventually, and if we’re lucky one day we get let out
again, at least for a while.
I look out at the landscape now, and everything is
dumb with pain. It hangs like a fog, muffling the
outlines of houses, of treetops and power lines. Muffling
the black wings of wind turbines that churn and churn in
the endless dark.
The night you told me what happened, Michelle, I
said to myself that I would kill any man who ever
wanted to make you his trash. I would kill any man who
ever tried to put you in the ground like that.
When I can’t sleep sometimes I go walking in the
ravine, and I lie down underneath the gnarled old jack
pine, in that hollow where some animal must have dug
the dirt out. I just close my eyes and imagine its roots
wrapping around me, sedating me with their pressure.
Maybe he was wrong about everything being done for,
because it’s spring again now and I see clover and
dandelions and little saplings growing everywhere. In
the ditches and down by the wharf and even in the old
reclamation sites. Flowers blooming in that
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contaminated dirt, that place men used until they said it
was wrecked and abandoned it.
If you would just talk to me again, I would take you
back. Even the way you are now, with all those pieces
missing. I would pick wild roses for you from the
highway embankments and I would stick the petals to
your face with the wetness of your tears until you
couldn’t help yourself and laughed, even just a little bit.
I would find a car somehow and we would just drive
and drive, until we found that place from my dreams
where the roads stop sprawling. I would brush your
dust-brown hair out of your face with my fingertips and
say, look. There’s tiny shoots of green pushing up
through the cracks. You don’t have to believe me,
Michelle, but I think that we’re at the end of a cycle.
And if you look hard enough, you can see it too. You
can see the world starting to grow young again.
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The Cost of Fire
Kiera Duggan

Illustration © 2017, Katharine A. Viola.

I am least loved in my family. I am a daughter, a curse,
a waste of nurturing and of time and of love. My brother
is loved most, a sacred boy who will bring my parents
gold and silver and other treasures not found in the
earth. If I live, I can give them nothing. I am meant for
death and ruin.
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They smile at him and praise him, and I know they
scan his features often, delighting in finding their own
carved in his young face. They are not cold to me. But
they do not love me, not like my brother, and when
faced with the desolation they will trade me without
hesitation. I should not resent them for it, but I do. I do.
“Ethelinda, don’t forget your prayers,” my mother
reminds me every night, from the safety of my brother’s
bed. She pulls him close, and whispers stories in his ear;
I have never received a kiss goodnight. Instead, I kneel
and press my palms together, and think of the stars.
I want to know where the girls go, when they are
forsaken, I tell them. Why are we, the golden sheep, so
quickly tossed to the wolf? What will happen to me? I
don’t want to be a forgotten martyr, but I know the
truth. I face death or the unexpected, undeserved future
for those who escape the fire.
Give me the fire, I ask the stars, for I have nothing
else. Give me freedom, I beg, as though my heart has
already turned to stone. My pulse rattles sharply in my
ears as I whisper out the prayers, but the sky is as distant
and cold as ever.
I have no choice: I wait for the scorching with fear
and without complaint.
The dragon-fires are increasing. We are coughing up
ash from the skies, and a dark weight is settling in my
chest. I know the other girls feel it too. I don’t suppress
my glower at the ones who have passed their
seventeenth birthdays, those who are safe. The village
sees them with different eyes now, and people touch
them, smile at them as if they are new babies, not new
women, as if we all do not recognize their falsity. At
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night, I tell the stars the truth: I despise this life but I
want it. I want to live. I want to mend my leaden heart,
to banish the doubt and the darkness festering inside my
ribcage. The village leaders are choosing more girls, left
in the forest with nothing but their blood rushing
through their veins. I wonder where they go. I trace the
outline of the mountain that leans over us, dark against
the cloudless stretch of sky.
“Ethelinda, play with me.” My brother is wielding a
wooden sword, smacking it clumsily against the tree. “If
I keep practicing, I’ll kill you a dragon someday.”
“Don’t be so childish, Dawid,” I tell him sharply, as
if the thought hadn’t crossed my mind since I was old
enough to speak.
Last week they took the neighbor’s daughter. We
used to play together here in the shade of the mountain
at the edge of the forest, back when the sacrifices were
less.
“Enough!” I roar at him when he cracks his sword
against a high branch. “You’re nothing but a foolish
brat, thinking you can face down a dragon. The sooner
you realize that, the better.”
On the way home, he tries to wind his arms through
mine, clutching at me despairingly, but I shake him off.
If only there were a way, I think to myself. I could end
the dragons’ reign, end them for destroying us! Despite
everything, I fall asleep imagining myself as the fearless
knight, brave conqueror and dragon-slayer, with flames
splashing around me and corpses strewn at my feet.
When I wake in the middle of the night, my face is wet
with tears.
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It is nearing my seventeenth birthday, and my family
has little idea what to do with me. They step carefully
around me like a hot coal on the firebed, allowing me to
rise later and assigning fewer chores. My brother asks
for help with his schooling and my mother brushes my
hair out in the morning; my father simply starts stilted
conversations at meals. Someone less callous would
find them kind for it, but I am not benevolent, and
against all my judgements I cannot help but find them
wanting.
“Why are you doing this?” I whisper as she combs a
finger through a particularly stubborn knot. Her touch is
foreign, but I lean into it anyway, starved.
She says nothing, but she doesn’t have to answer.
We can’t wish away seventeen years of indifference and
cautious distance, no matter how hard we try.
“Ethelinda,” my father says, my name unfamiliar in
his mouth, “we love you. We always have.”
I bite back my words before they scald us both. Why
could you never show it? Why do you pretend I’m a
stranger living in your house? Why is that the first time
I’ve ever heard you say the words? The questions in my
throat burn, demanding to be heard.
That night when I kneel down to pray, I ask the stars
to teach me how to love my family, but they have no
wisdom for me.
I don’t make it to seventeen. Within a week, a new
dragon comes, with scales of golden-red and a wingspan
that blocks the sun. She sweeps over our village with
not a breath of fire, and burns the next to the ground.
The wafting smoke leaves a great dark stain against the
blue of the sky; the dragon’s roar freezes the blood in
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our veins. We watch, silent, as the town yields to the
flame.
The dying scream, but their cries are ignored.
“Foolish,” say the village leaders. “Foolish to forget
a sacrifice this time of year.” As soon as the shadow
passes, they have withdrawn into deliberation. A new
girl then, a new ransom. I pretend not to hold my breath
at every stray noise through the afternoon.
As soon as they return, I know the Chosen
immediately. “Ethelinda” has barely crossed the lips of
the eldest before my brother gives a shout of alarm.
I always imagined a brave tear on my cheek, and a
resoluteness in my heart when I envisioned my name
being called. Instead I am stone-faced, as empty as a
chasm.
The village, in a halfhearted demonstration of
tradition, follows me to the edge of the forest as night
falls. But one by one they depart, and I stand listening to
my brother screaming.
“Ethelinda! Don’t forget, don’t forget!” I clench my
fists tight, digging my nails into my palms until the skin
tears. I do not know how long it takes to quiet him, but
it feels like an eternity. When the silence finally comes,
my heartbeat shakes my entire body.
I am alone. The rise of the mountain is visible in the
moonlight, and looms heavily over me. I have nothing
but the blood in my veins, despite my assumed title. I
am both the Chosen and the castaway, priceless and
disposable, valuable and valueless.
I wait for a few more moments in the light of the
moon, and then I step into the woods. I don’t look back.
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I don’t know which way is forwards or backwards or
sideways and I can’t see the sun. When I close my eyes
I see either a red sky or the sweep of a gauzy wing, I
cannot tell. I think it is midday. I have walked for a long
while and my legs are tipping on the mountain slope.
When I touch my hands the skin flakes away like
parchment so I try to rub off the deadness but it keeps
flaking and floating away on the wind.
“Ethelinda! Ethelinda!” rings in my ears and the only
way to silence it is to walk walk walk. The shuffle of
my feet on the dirt is just enough to disguise the calls of
the vultures that follow. It’s been a long time since I’ve
seen the stars, but I want to tell them: you were right,
you were right, I will not doubt you again.
I sleep in the cave in the mountain and I do not wake
up. I am a carcass, waiting to be devoured. So I sleep
and welcome the dreams, since I have nothing but
the red red red blood in my veins and even that pumps
slower. My skin is flaking away. Where are my dreams?
All I can see is red.
“Ethelinda, we love you.” “Ethelinda, play with me.”
“Ethelinda! Ethelinda!”
I think I am screaming but I cannot be sure.
Whenever I can pry my eyes open I reach out for the
ceiling of eyes above me. I feel sweaty but my skin is
dry and hot to the touch. There is someone calling for
me, tugging on my memories with a desperate strength
but I am weak and I cannot answer. My head is full of
darkness and my heart is full of red so I just keep
wishing over and over for the stars.
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My flesh is weak, thin against my beating insides,
and I shred it like paper. It tears from my body easily,
flimsily, and in its place, I build plates of armor.
There is fire in my veins and it settles in my belly,
fueling the hiss of my tongue, a warm circulation
through the ice of my heart, or at least what remains. I
am pained, but it is the good kind of pain, like the sting
of cold water after a burn. In my delirium I wonder if
I’ll have a scar.
When I wake I am not blind. I am new, pale skin in
the darkness, and stable, and made of different stuff. I
can remember and there is clarity, but only for a
moment. There is a voice, silvery and of steel, and it
says I am here at last.
“You are awake,” says the dragon, her voice deep
and absolute.
“This is a dream,” I tell her. “This is a dream.” But in
my dreams I am the dragon-slayer and I cannot slay her,
I am too fragile and she too beautiful and I am afraid
and this is a dream.
Her long snout is inches from my face, and I can see
a spark glimmering in her nostrils. Without a word, she
snaps up her head and a great plume of fire arcs towards
the cave ceiling. In the light of her flame, I see my
hands where they rest upon a threadbare blanket. Where
the skin has flaked away, tough black scales crawl up
past my wrists. More skin is peeling where the tough
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armor ends; when I twitch a hand hesitantly I notice the
sharp claws where my fingernails once were.
“This is real,” the dragon says, her leathery lips
stretching back in a toothy, violent smile. I can’t decide
if this is a good dream or a nightmare, and I close my
eyes again.
I want to ask her why my scales are black, when all I
can see is the red red red of the fire, but my dreams—
where are my dreams?—have pulled me away and into
the blaze.
I am both the Chosen and the castaway, and my skin
is gone. My face is beginning to change, and I am
grotesque and beautiful. My jaw is deformed and
stronger and my back is long and spiked. They care for
me in the cave, bringing me fresh meat and water when
I wish it. I am both hungrier and more satisfied than I
have ever been, but there is something, someone I long
for, and I cannot remember it or whom. I ask my
caretakers what is happening, why I am changed here in
this lonely cave.
Smoke rises from the mouth of the red-gold dragon,
and she says, her voice a deep rumble, “You changed
long before you came here.”
She will say no more. My body is decaying, rotting
in the onset of the black armor. I wonder if it is normal
to feel, as it overtakes me, the emptiness in my belly and
my throat filling. I have no mirror, but I know that soon
I will be unrecognizable.
But no one has come. There is something wrong with
my eyes and tears no longer slip down my cheeks, but I
can feel them burning inside, behind my intricate layers
of obsidian scales. I am the Chosen and I am the
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castaway, and I have been forsaken. My life is
worthless, and I have traded it, but for what I do not
know.

Illustration © 2017, Katharine A. Viola.

It’s been ages since I’ve seen the sun. My back is
changing, growing warped and twisted like a curving
tree-branch, and it burns like the heat of molten glass
when I try to stand. I stay down on all fours and slither
across the cave floor instead, scratching at the rock with
my talons. The dragons have begun to refuse me food;
they snarl when I get too close, and watch as I hiss at
them in pitiful rage. The emptiness becomes unbearable
after three days, as though there’s a hole in my stomach.
I feel weak. Human.
On the evening of the third day I crawl to the cave
mouth, and drag one contorted limb after another until I
reach dirt and not stone. It takes me hours to ease
myself down the rise of the mountain, the far side where
the beasts live. The setting sun burns bright and orange
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on my contorted back. I don’t examine myself in the
light of day—I don’t know what I’ll find.
When I finally reach the forest, it has grown dark and
quiet. There are no men here; the land is too close to the
perch of the dragons. Eyes of woodland creatures stare
out at me from the brush. I shift under their gaze, resting
my chin to the dirt to relieve the pressure on my back. It
isn’t fair. They look at me and see my human eyes, not
my scale. Like I am an unnatural thing.
The whisper of a rabbit scurrying through the
undergrowth catches my attention. Even in my
exhaustion, my talons are quick, faster than my fingers
ever were. I slice it open and watch its intestines spill
over the grass like the rush of a gurgling stream. Its taste
is divine in my hollowness within; I am so eager that my
newly emerged eyeteeth scrape the outside of my mouth
and draw blood.
I scream into the woods incoherently once I have
devoured the rabbit, wrathful and furious and desperate.
There is no sound in answer.
The red red red fire finds me once I have grown a
tail. It snakes back behind me, spiked with a large
leathery flap curving up at the end. With practice I hope
I will be able to snap it as fast as the golden red dragon,
whose tail darts behind her like a raging fell wind. But
once the fire arrives, I am crippled.
I writhe on the floor of the cave, great bursts of
flame scorching my throat. It is molten lava, spilling out
from my mouth as I snap my jaws and roar in agony. I
grind my claws on the stone, my newly emerged and
spiking vertebrae smashing against the walls. My
scream shakes the earth, and fire darts past my teeth and
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dances in front of my eyes, a demonic sprite that I’ve
captured deep in my belly. My eyes are blinded by the
great clouds of smoke rising from my nostrils. They are
not yet slitted and reptilian; how long it will take for
them to disappear as well?
No one will look for and no one will find the human
girl—she is gone. Now I am strong, now I am
magnificent, and my wings are beginning to unfurl.
They are weak still, filmy and delicate like a newborn
bird’s wing, but they will be great. No one will look for
me, but if they did, they’d find a flake of skin, a long
black hair, maybe a fingernail: debris from an age past.
The fire has come, and now I am the kindled flame.
I am falling. My rounded eyes are closed against the
onslaught of the red red red sun, and my wings are
furling in, too gauzy to catch the tearing winds. Fire
escapes from my mouth, ripped from my quivering
belly. Forsaken, I am forsaken. I streak through the air,
my black wings dark against the blue of the sky, about
to meet the ground. A frightened cry escapes my jaws
and I close both my eyelids. It’s impossible—I am too
new, I am too faint, I am too useless, but I spread my
wings anyway in despair and in hope. Just before I
touch the ground, the wind catches me. I fly.
The first time I see my body after my birth is after a
long flight, past the mountain to a lake I have never
before seen. It is sleek and undisturbed, a mirror of the
sky stretching overhead. I am familiar with the sight of
my long black claws, and of the armor-scales that cover
my entire body. My neck has grown, I have felt it, and
18
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now with a twist of the head I can see down my spiked
back, far down to my thick tail. My long jaw, wreathed
in a mixture of gray smoke and ash, parts to reveal my
pointed teeth as I stretch to drink from the lake.
Once I dreamed of dragon-slaying, but now I realize
the futility of such a wish. I am glorious. My furled
wings extend high above my back, and when I expand
them, they are wide and strong enough to create a gale.
My neck is elegant, reaching to a long jaw and nostrils
orange with the hint of fire. I see it for the first time—
my human eyes are gone, a relic from days past. They
are slitted now, large and ruby and terrible.
I am glorious and I am not forsaken and I am red red
red. An inferno is in my belly and a hurricane at my
wings, and the flame has become the fire. I wait for a
few more moments in the hazy waning light, and then I
propel myself from the earth, shaking the ground like
thunder. My disappearing shadow on the mountainside
is a great and dreadful thing. I don’t look back.
I wait for the night, when the moon rises and my fire
will be stunning in the dark. The village lights are weak
in the distance, and I take no care to step quietly or hide
my glowing mouth.
When I reach the edge of the forest, the village is
somehow still undisturbed. They have sent their
sacrifices, ruined the lives of their daughters, and now
they think they are safe. There is a deep thrumming in
my veins, sparks burning in my blood. With one roar I
awake the entire valley, and send a column of flame into
the night to light the stars.
(You changed long before you came here.)
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The humans are stupid. They dash into the street,
pitchforks and swords in hand, as if they could pierce
my hide. I find it amusing, in my cloudy rage, and test
my claws upon the earth. There are screams of horror at
the sight of me, but they know no help will come.
Mothers clutch their sons tight to their breasts and throw
their daughters in my path, begging for mercy. I beg for
retribution, and send a gust of mighty wind through the
streets.
I am careful to avoid splashing any licks of red red
red flame near the sacrificed and frightened girls. Some
are dead-eyed, prepared to serve as I had once, others
are sobbing in terror. My throat burns, and I itch to
destroy those who had thrown them forward, cowering
to escape my gaze.
I delight in the screams, and crush the weak roofs of
their dwellings. My mouth curves back over my teeth in
a wicked smile, and my eyes are blinded by my flames.
The ash coats my glowing nostrils and my claws rend
the wood upon which I stand. I don’t regret a single
spark.
The fire has destroyed me, but I am the fire, and
vengeance day has come.
“Ethelinda! Ethelinda!” The screaming gives me
pause; I know that voice. There, face glowing under the
light of the moon, is a boy. He carries a wooden sword.
“I don’t know how, but it’s you. I know it.” I can
barely hear his voice over the crackle of burning wood
and the shrieks of the townspeople. When I take a step
forward, he does not step back.
“You know nothing of dragons,” I hiss. His face tugs
at my memory, something from another time, another
body, another person. My mind is shrouded in a thick
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angry fog—the only clear recollections I have now are
of the cave, of fire. The boy steps closer.
“I know you.”
“Stay back!” I twist and snarl in rage, destroying
another cottage with a flick of my tail.
“Don’t do this, Ethelinda. I love you!” he says
desperately, eyes teary and wet. “You don’t have to do
this. You can come home with me. You can just be a
girl again.”
He stares into me, looking past the scale and the
wings and the talons. For a moment I stare back, and let
him search for the human eyes. But they are gone.
Everything I was is ash, flaked away on the wind with
every new scale, blackened by my flame. These people
thought me worthless, once upon a time. They stole my
life, so I steal his. With a wild roar I turn and send a kiss
of red red red fire towards the boy, and watch as he
glimmers like a star in the night. In the end, we are all
most beautiful in the blaze.
There is fire in my veins and it settles in my belly,
fueling the hiss of my tongue, a warm circulation
through the ice of my heart, or at least what remains.
I am both the Chosen and the castaway, and none
will rival me.
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Petra Kuppers

Illustration © 2017, Pear Nuallak.

She looked at Dana, saw the moon and the sun in her
wide belly, the low-slung breasts. A bumblebee landed
on Dana’s shoulder, buzzed, the blurred wings beating
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on the lines of Dana’s old skin. Sun dithered across
ditches. Solange felt tears prickling her eyes. She
witnessed Dana’s dance.
Once, maybe six years ago, the local tavern had
organized a dance in the square to raise money for a
local orphanage, and Solange and Dana had been part of
the long line that Cotton-Eye Joe’d in boots and jeans.
Here was another dance, now, naked, vulnerable, in the
dust of the highway, with some dried-up orange rinds
left over from Wednesday’s Farmers Market. The rinds
looked like Butoh powder beneath Dana’s feet, stomped
into fine meal. The feet were cracked, with long elder
nails and a crooked left toe.
Solange knew the story of the crook, the twist story
of a fall over an aircraft door, Albuquerque airport, a
cowboy boot stuck in the open seam between the jet
bridge and the plane. Dana, then in her thirties, going
down like a sack of potatoes. Solange remembered
laughing when Dana had told the story, explaining the
limp that accompanied her barrel voice and rotund body.
Later that night, Solange had probed that story for
cracks, had imagined the embarrassment of someone no
longer quite young exposing herself in the airport, help
rushing in, the warding off of touching hands by a
person who did not feel fine in her skin, who wasn’t
well, and who’d rather limp than let a doctor set her
foot.
Here was Dana now, full thirty years on, dancing her
last public dance in the town square, or what used to be
a town square when they had more than a weekly
farmers market, when there were rodeos and cattle
round-ups, men prancing in spurred boots, their gear
clanging in the air.
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Solange was rooted, watching. Dana crouched down,
touched her feet, shifted her weight from the achy-toedfoot to the other one. Let her weight rest on her knees, a
folded bundle. Then she stretched upward, let her palms
run up the side of her sagging belly, lifting and gently
dropping the fullness, moving up to the soft skin of her
breasts, each gingerly cradled in a palm, their nipples
erect in the cooling desert air and the stare of the
audience.
Solange was not the only one witnessing Dana’s
homecoming. The town square was filling now. The bar
emptied into a raucous sidewalk. A bang: the first beer
bottle crashed, shards exploding across the plaza.
Dana’s naked feet looked precarious now.
Anything could happen as the sun sank, drowned in
the Rio Grande. Did Dana feel the danger? Solange
wasn’t certain, and wrapped her arms around herself as
her lover inched backward, stepped carefully. At last
Dana turned. The full moon of her backside was white
in the last orange light. It shone with the whiteness of
purity, dough for heavenly meals. Above it, the skin
darkened in a cowboy’s tan, sun-dark like oil running
into old creases. But the moon shone on, wobbled as
Dana stepped forward into the river that hugged the
town like a snake asleep in the early fall.
The river was as calm as it got, only slight
turbulences marking its swift passage. Dana’s foot
entered and her calf followed, the thigh, the moon of her
ass, the water creeping up the tattoo on her back. A
snake shifted in the fading light. It was black on her
skin, a desperate rattler caught in the jaws of a border
river.
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Solange remembered her fingers tracing that tattoo,
the two of them curled like spooning kittens beneath the
quilt, softness and sleep breath.
On the far river side, sharp shooters stood like
silhouettes in the night. The first one raised a gun
toward the watery moon goddess.
Dana swam in the river. On the other side were
border guards. She knew the danger. She knew what
they were seeing: another wetback, white body, larger
than most, trying to muscle in on territory that was now
forbidden by the unfair laws of birth and nationhood.
She also knew that her love for Solange would not find
favor with the brown man who held passports
interminably in grey cubicle rooms with warning signs
at head height, making up with procedure for decades
and centuries of other border stories. There was no wall,
not yet. But there were the sharp shooters incensed by
wars of attrition, by children dying in deserts, by a
world that let coyotes thrive. Dana knew all that, and yet
she gave herself gladly to the red waves. The snake on
her back went under, settled horizontally. No crack yet,
no pinpoint of light on her wet webbed skin. Behind her,
she could hear Solange crying.
Soon, babe, soon. The dreams told us that we can
only go one by one. Soon. This is my time, my blood
time. We all have to face this alone.
Dana dove.
Beneath her, the red river went dark. The world of
the air split off, sounds attenuated, explosions and
laughter long gone behind her. She extended her arms,
powerful muscles driving down. Alongside, a tiny
salamander dove with her, its yellow pearl patches
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gleaming. They shimmered in the remaining half-light,
golden and warm. They pulled her on. Her lungs began
to ache already, a bit too early, but still on the edge. She
could do this. She pulled, down, down, waves of fat
insulating her against the bottom cold. Her legs were
strong, the land limp long forgotten. There it was: the
hole in the river.
They had let her through. No red warmth bled into
the river from her exposed back. No one shot her. She
was fast and sure at this outer edge of her body’s ability.
She pushed through the hole, one last swipe of arms and
legs, and then her feet vanished into the darkness.
Solange sat by the river edge. The sharp shooters had
lowered their weapons. No one emerged at their side of
the river, and no one had endeavored to do so, either.
She knew Dana’s goal, of course. But that did not make
it any easier.
Bye, beloved. Bye for now, bye for how long. Who
will know.
Solange did not believe in goddesses, but she traced
her hand in the river as if calling on ghosts and
protection. Behind her, the town dispersed. Nothing to
see here. A naked big woman had danced herself to her
death. Not exactly a daily occurrence, but often enough,
no longer the spectacle of sacrifice that it was when
Kim, Mara, Judy and Nick first went ahead and made
their river passage, drawn by old stories of a world
beyond this one, on the other side of the big river, for
those strong enough to reach it. Dana was the end of the
line, for now. Solange would have to wait, to train more,
to hold her breath in the bathtub longer and push bigger
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weights in the gym. Eventually they would all be
together again. Wouldn’t they?
Dana’s lungs were exploding. The beads of tender
whiteness spasmed in her chest, forced her to open her
mouth, to gasp water or air. What would it be? She put
on a last spurt of effort, push, push, willing herself out
of the hole. Then there was light. A change of pressure.
Something. She opened her eyes and opened her throat
at the same time.
Kim emerged first from behind the veils. She sat
upright, muscular legs drawn under her on the bed.
Brocade and silks, luscious maroon and oranges,
highlights like the salamander’s yellow. A four-poster
bed. Kim had dusted eye shadow over her upper lids,
heavy and hanging down on the left, a remnant of a
dust-up outside a saloon that wouldn’t support its
rainbow flag window in deed. That night Kim had lost
the facial symmetry that had made her so proud. They
all saw it, Mara and Judy, her beloved Nick, Dana and
Solange, as they gathered the next day in the brokendown parlor. No hospital for Kim, no, too dangerous,
from the intake interview to the insurance forms. That
night, red blood mixed with the lacquer of defiant pinks,
smoothed over cupid bows. Kim shifted her relationship
to make-up, to the jewels of her mother’s color box, so
long out of reach for the little boy-girl with the delicate
hands. Now the make-up had become war-paint, a new
bravado in the peacock colors dusting high cheek bones.
Darkness masked the beginning of a widow’s peak,
eyebrow pencil to gunpowder.
Kim had been the first to leave nothing but a trail of
bubbles in the river, shimmering orbs, petrol swirls
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glistening for a long time before they burst down river,
where kids threw sticks at otters.
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One of these bubbles had opened now, for Dana. She
pressed her naked snake back against its curve. The bed
reared in the darkness, Kim on it like a sailor in a storm,
the brocade in tatters, then intact, moth-eaten, waterlogged, then pretty and starched lace like a show room
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display. Dana tried to blink, but knew that her bubble
depended on the love in her gaze. She felt her eyes
drying. The bubble shimmered, shivered, a long sigh
escaped from the bed, a languid caress from a mouth
blood red and fire engine red and stop sign red and now
it formed itself into a lionfish’s thick rich lips, yellow
and red and they gulped.
Nick blinked at her, brown eyes hidden in the foliage
of the bed’s paladin, silk fringes coming down into his
hair, brown blond and dishy. Dana remembered the hair
dryer in Kim and Nick’s apartment. It was plugged in,
purple fingers extending from a heat-diffusing plate,
ready to shift curls into planes of wavy delight. One
night Dana and Solange had played with the monster,
had pressed it against their own hair until they smelled
the singe in the bathroom. Kim, laughing, had asked
them to pack it in.
She remembered when Nick had followed Kim into
the river, remembered the day ten years ago, a special
day, when Nick had baked cake for them all. White
frosting, silver doves, a wedding cake that crumbled just
a tad dry under their forks as Nick hadn’t known to put
in enough eggs. His first, he said proudly, tears far back
in the hollows of his eyes.
They hadn’t known yet that there was the river cave
hollow. Those dreams had started later, when things got
even harder, when the town came for more and more of
them, more often, became even less accountable to the
law. Ten years ago, none of the lovers had known that
they could come when their bodies were ready for
transition. So that night of Nick’s cake, they had all just
said good-bye, cried a bit, left the yellow warmth of the
house one by one, never in couples. They knew that
pick-up trucks might be standing guard down the road,
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by the bar, some folks always ready to pick out the
wrong two-by-twos. So they had left in separate trucks,
cars, motorbikes, curving a lonely road down to tucked
away driveways.
Kim, and Nick. Then the dreams had started for the
rest of them, and they were all so eager for instructions,
for ideas to get them out, to find a new, more fluid
world. So Mara followed Kim and Nick into the river,
then Judy, now Dana. Solange remained, her head full
of protective rituals of strength, her heart singing a
dirge. She picked up the orange rind from the dusty
square. She dropped it into the river, saw the salamander
come up, nibble, retreat, come forward again. No shot,
but no ambulance, either. No one spoke to her. The
show was long over. Without social security, pension
rights, human status, there was nothing much to say if
one of them dropped over edges, let go of the water’s
rim, and kissed the fishes.
The town had gone to sleep. If some had plans to
approach her by the river’s edge, they looked at her
hunched shoulders, listened to the hitch in her breath,
and some tiny mercy remained.
Solange stayed by the river for hours. Under the full
moon, in the darkness of owl eyes, she dropped into
plank pose, push-ups, till the small of her back cracked,
till her knee came down hard on a rock. Then she
waited, gulped down the bitter taste of defeat, felt the
copper rising, and started again, counting to one
hundred, felt the blood flow through her veins.
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The broadcast whispers static into the expectant silence.
Daughter slaps Kid awake, her hand remaining on his
cheek, a strike turned caress. Kid makes no noise as he
wakes, though he does pull his bag to him, the dark grey
fabric black in the mostly lightless room. Daughter has
never seen anything go into that bag, and nothing has
ever come out.
Kid gathers his papers and his pencil, and he sits next
to Daughter as they both hold their breath, listening.
“Trilobite. Etch-a-sketch. Transcend. Philological
connotation. Tudors. White noise.”
The voice is mechanic, robotic, nothing like the
Ghost that follows. This is only the preamble.
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Kid writes quickly, his blunt nub of a pencil
scratching at the rough paper, providing a counterpoint
to the metallic whisper of the broadcast’s litany, which
continues in an unbroken string of seemingly
nonsensical words until the phrase Daughter has been
waiting for:
“And now, enter pursued by a bear.”
The Ghost speaks in a voice rich with humor and
knowing. After the metallic string of nonsense, the
Ghost is a return to something natural, something
inviting and warm.
Kid finishes his scribbling and immediately begins
his reference calculations. He’s been with Daughter for
almost three months, a lifetime in this world, and his
notes of the broadcast are extensive. “There must be
some pattern,” Daughter has heard him mutter during
the off-times, those hours when the radio goes silent
between broadcasts.
The voice on the radio changes and is replaced by a
warm, silken voice that Daughter and Kid have come to
call the Ghost.
“What’s up, cool cats? This is another transmission
coming to you from Wide Sky, the Land of the Dead
and Dying. My thermostat is telling me the temp is a
balmy 94 degrees, but the meteorologist is promising
rain, so dress accordingly. And hey, if you don’t like the
weather, just wait five minutes!”
Daughter feels the tension drain away from her body
as she slumps back.
“Broadcast 94 again,” she says. Kid grunts in
agreement, though he is still listening, clinging on,
waiting spring-still for any difference, any clue that
Broadcast 94 has been tampered with. Hoping for
evolution.
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The Ghost goes on, and though Kid is coiled,
expectant, penitent in his hope, Daughter stands and
stretches before moving outside. After the pillowy
darkness inside, thick with heat and humidity, the
outside world is a relief, bizarre as it is.
Daughter tries not to compare this place to the prairie
she’s grown up knowing. The map says they are well
west of Minneapolis—deep into the place she’s heard
called the Hot Zone, the Dark, Once-Prairie, Green
Forever, Terser’s Last Stand, the Smoke. The names go
on, each trying and failing to describe a place that used
to fit into a single word—prairie, but now even a string
of vagaries and abstractions can’t begin to circumscribe
or domesticate.
Daughter looks up into skies filled with winged
bodies, some feathered and bulbous, some leathery like
succulent leaves tired of remaining earthbound. Nothing
leaves this place. Nothing.
The sun can only manage a shifting, flittering light
through this labyrinth of feathers and beaks and tails
like curling vines, but it is enough for Daughter to see
the radio tower in the distance, a shard of what was
stuck in the craw of what is. From inside, the Ghost
continues to speak through the handheld radio, and
Daughter tries to see the invisible waves of his voice in
the air, described in flight paths that crisscross and
zigzag, circle in on themselves and trace the endless
paths of infinities. She imagines the silken paradox of
the Ghost limning dried up riverbeds populated by
packs of albino raccoons and other riverbeds, still
flowing but with something other than water, a fastmoving sludge, scintillating a pale yellow and textured
with the humps of beasts that couldn’t be turtles floating
against the current.
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In all things, Daughter tries to see a map of, to, the
Ghost, the voice that promises her mother.
“What are you going to do when we reach the
tower?” Daughter asks Kid later that day as they pick
their way down a hillside littered with cut flowers, thinfingered black veins reaching through the sunrise-red of
the petals. The source of these shorn, stemless petals is
nowhere to be seen. In this new prairie, cause and effect
no longer associate.
Kid smiles that secret smile of his that makes
Daughter suspicious. This is a game they play,
reminding one another of the prize at the end of their
journey, like children who can’t stop telling themselves
of the fun they will have tomorrow, next week, next
year, promising themselves that good is on its way.
Always the same question, always the same answers.
“I’m going to find the control board and push every
button there.” Kid claps his hands together at the mere
thought of it. Daughter might have once shushed him,
afraid of drawing attention in this alien place, but no
creature or animal in this prairie has ever shown the
slightest interest in them. They’d once passed by a
towering insect crawling along a field, as tall as one of
the agricultural combines Daughter remembered from
her childhood, and in a fit of terror and lunacy, Kid had
screamed at it, his voice high and cracking. In a blur of
speed, the insect had turned toward them, its eyes a
forever-black as they studied Daughter and Kid.
And then… nothing. The insect turned back to its
field, to its silent ministrations, and that was that.
Daughter and Kid moved on.
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Now, they walk like tourists in one of the great
cities, full of awe and disgust and terror and noise. They
have long ceased commenting on the unbelievable
landscape, because disbelief can only be maintained for
so long before the mind yields its dusty, rusted notions
of reality to a new order.
“What are you going to do when we reach the
tower?” Kid asks, turning the question back to her,
though his far-away eyes tell Daughter that he is still
thinking of buttons, tiny causes, known effects.
Daughter fiddles with the old handheld radio clipped
to her shirt, a garish orange complexity in this place, but
one she’s grown fond of.
“Find my mother,” she says.
When the evacuations began, her mother had stated
with complete confidence—haughty, even—that all
would be well, and Daughter had believed her. They’d
lived simply, just the two of them—Daughter had not
been Daughter then. Her name was Maggie; Daughter
came later, after the leaving, after the severing.
That morning, the sky had filled with clouds like
jellyfish, the deep purple of bruises, tentacled and
floating rhapsodic. It was all any of the TV channels
were talking about.
“The prairie finally makes the national news!” her
mother had said, smiling and laughing as she left the
house, heading to the radio station to give an interview.
Daughter was supposed to be working on her
homework—physics or calculus or something like that,
she can’t remember anymore—but then the sirens began
their keening, and government vehicles broke their
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levies and flooded the streets, corralling everyone they
could find, evacuating them.
Daughter didn’t answer the door when they knocked,
and she hid when they burst in, and she kicked when
they pulled at her, but in the end she went, mollified by
promises that everyone was being evacuated. Everyone.
Out the window, as their boxy vehicle took turns too
quickly and sped away from Wide Sky, Daughter saw
the clouds, fuzzy at the edges by that point, give up their
ghosts and pour down on the town an oily rain, long
strips and slips of it, like mucus, black flecked with red.
Someone in the vehicle gagged, and Daughter looked
away.
Later, at the North Dakota rescue compound,
Daughter searched for her mother. And after that
compound became infected by the spread of this new
nature, Daughter searched for her mother at the South
Dakota rescue compound, and then at Nebraska. If
everyone had been evacuated, surely it was only a
matter of time before Daughter found her mother, but in
the flurry of activity, in the continued drip of constant
evacuation and retreat, in the endless bureaucratic
attempts to create a database—files with bundles of
papers, laptops bursting with spreadsheets—in all of
that, Daughter found no trace of her mother.
Except for the broadcast.
“I think we’re about a day’s walk away,” Kid says,
eyeing the radio tower and spitting. He hoists his bag, a
dull grey in the sun’s still-filtered light, and begins to
walk.
“Broadcast soon,” Daughter says as she catches up
with him. She’s been scanning for a place to hunker
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down while the broadcast is happening, something like
the abandoned motel they were in the night before, but
the landscape has changed since she was last here, and
there’s nothing.
Though that’s not entirely true—it’s not the
landscape that has changed, although it certainly has,
it’s any evidence of civilization. Houses, stores, even
the road has become something other than pavement;
the texture is soft and rubbery, and always there is a
rapid beating both Daughter and Kid can feel through
their shoes, like the tattoo of the road’s heart, nervous or
excited, anxious or anticipatory.
Daughter remembers the logic this world once lived
under: rows of trees and aesthetically pleasing
wildflowers, bits of color penned in by sidewalks and
paved roads. In all of it, the guiding hand of humanity,
caressing nature into something more beautiful,
something more useful, like a potter at the wheel.
“It’s nice, you know. Without all the houses and
buildings,” Kid says as they walk.
“Yeah, I guess so,” Daughter says, glancing
sideways at Kid. “It would be nice to find more food,
though, which is harder to do when everything has
disappeared.”
Kid shrugs but says nothing.
When the static sharpens, shifting abruptly from a
dull haze to a heterogenous cascade, Daughter and Kid
are forced to take shelter next to a tumorous outgrowth
of moss-covered rock. Daughter tries not to think about
how, in her seventeen years living on the prairie, she’s
never seen a naturally occurring rock that large or moss
that thick or pale.
“Philatelist.
Edges.
Quantum
entanglement.
Arachnophobia.”
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Daughter’s body goes cold at those words.
“Broadcast 10:02,” she whispers, involuntarily, loud
enough for Kid to look up from his scribbling and crossreferencing. This is the broadcast Daughter heard so
many days ago, sitting cross-legged on a cot in a
gymnasium, the ubiquitous fluorescence of the lights
weighing down on her, the radio clasped in her hands.
“Philatelist.
Edges.
Quantum
entanglement.
Jumping. Arachnophobia. Strawberry milkshakes. Pen
ink.”
The words went on, and somehow they made sense
to Daughter then, the rough fabric of the cot chafing at
her legs, the cup of warm water in her hand. A string of
sounds, each forming an arbitrarily defined unit, each
slotting together into a winding, chitinous whole that
somehow perfectly articulated the horrors Daughter had
seen leaving her home, the horrors the other refugees
passed around like a sickness, gossiping monstrous in
the oppressive fluorescent lights.
“Well well. How ‘bout it. I used to love that show.”
The man in the bunk next to Daughter’s nodded at her
radio and smiled, his face a creased map. When
Daughter only nodded, he continued, speaking a
monologue in that easy way the elderly have.
“Yes, ma’am. A little vocabulary lesson at the
beginning, always good for the mind,” he tapped a
finger to his temple, to the spotted skin covered with
thin white strands there. “And then the weather and
science news. What could be better?” He smiled at her,
all kindness and peace. This old man might have been
sitting in a comfortable chair, unread newspaper in
hand, talking himself into a nap.
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“My mother was supposed to be on the show before I
was evacuated,” Daughter said, speaking over the
robotic voice.
The old man furrowed his brow, clearly trying to
decide how to respond, but in the end he went with the
safe route.
“I suppose now, what with the evacuations, this,” he
pointed at the radio and, by extension, the broadcast,
now rounding into the actual content of the program, “is
what you’d call a ghost repeater.”
“A what?”
The old man nodded, not shocked at her response.
“A ghost repeater. Sometimes, radio stations empty
on out but it’s cheap to put in a loop of stuff for them to
broadcast, see? So suddenly 89.9 starts rebroadcasting
stock recordings meant to be demographically
appropriate,” the man raised eyebrows that might have
been rodents in the wild, as though what he was saying
should mean something more than what it seems, but
Daughter didn’t understand and so simply nodded.
The program had begun in earnest by that point, and
the man stood up.
“Well. I suppose that’s enough from an old fart like
me. I’m off to get some dinner. Can I pick you up some
cafeteria slop?”
Daughter shook her head no and gave him a wave,
and he walked away, following the straight lines cutting
through the masses of evacuees, dividing them into
countable units, like a child’s multiplication cheat sheet.
Back on her cot, Daughter listened to the voice
talking about the strange changes in the weather
recently, and she realized that if this was indeed a ghost
repeater, this man was a ghost—not dead but gone, a
haunting of her home. A human haunting of the world.
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And then it happened, what Daughter had been
listening to the radio for in the first place, the words
she’d been waiting to hear even if she had never really
admitted it to herself. When she’d inquired at one of the
many help desks about getting a radio, she’d said it was
to while away the time, and the rescue worker had
scrounged one up for her with the caveat that most radio
stations around here weren’t working too well anymore.
“And now, prairie people, it’s 10:02 and we have the
privilege of welcoming Dr. Violet Young to the
program. Dr. Young is a specialist in…”
Daughter’s heart stopped for a moment, and her eyes
lost focus. Her head rocked slowly back, as though
falling asleep or unconscious, gravity pulling her back
and down, away from this world.
Her mother’s voice wrenched her back, violently.
“Thanks so much for having me on.”
“Well, Dr. Young, I know it’s terribly midwestern,
but I suppose we should chat about the weather.”
Laughter, her mother’s, crashing out of the tiny
speaker on the radio. Daughter’s mother always laughed
like she meant it; she didn’t do anything accidentally.
It took a little more than a year to get away from the
evacuation system, from gymnasiums and databases, to
wind her way back to the prairie, but it all began there
with Daughter coveting the sound crackling out of a
cheap handheld radio, one among the rows of the lost.
As the broadcast finishes, diminishing into static like
the wind, constant and overpowering, Kid looks up from
his paper and says, with almost no inflection, “Well
fuck.”
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“What?” asks Daughter, still dazed by the broadcast,
by her mother’s voice speaking out on that day.
Kid gestures at the bundle of grubby papers, each
one covered in his blocky handwriting, numbers and
letters and graphs like the detritus of another world.
“Something weird is going on. I cross-reference
every broadcast to check if anything ever changes in
them, but I also keep track of how many times each
broadcast is aired and when they air. There are about 45
different broadcasts, at least that we know about, and we
only regularly hear about 35 of them.”
Kid begins flipping through the bundle, the pages
familiar in his hands.
“The other ten are rare, some more than others.
Yeah, here it is. Look at this.” He holds out a paper with
a simple bell curve drawn on it. Daughter looks at it, but
her mind is still fuzzy from her mother’s voice, and the
look she gives Kid is confused, elsewhere.
He juts a finger at the graph, his nail tapping the big
belly of the curve.
“Here’s the broadcasts we hear a lot, really
regularly,” Kid says, speaking more quickly, ramping
up to his conclusion. “And here,” his finger shifts to the
right tail of the graph, where the line curves dangerously
toward zero, “are the ones we hardly ever hear: the Red
Broadcast, only sixteen times total. Broadcast 101,
fourteen times. The Wind Power Broadcast, eleven. You
see?”
He is speaking louder now, excitement and fear
running through his voice without constraint. With his
free hand, Kid grabs at his grey bag and holds it close,
the gesture unconscious, possessive.
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“And here at the end is Broadcast 10:02—I never
even heard that one except from you. I thought maybe it
was a myth. You see!?”
Daughter understands the graph, but that there are
broadcasts they hear more or less frequently is no great
revelation. They’ve both known that for some time.
“Yeah, so what’s the big deal?” she asks, her own
fear beginning to prickle in anticipation.
Kid takes back the paper, his mouth pulled into
something like a smile, something like a sneer. He
touches a fingernail to the peak of the curve.
“The broadcasts have been almost entirely true to
this graph since I started listening; the ones in the
middle get played a lot, the ones at the end only really
rarely. But as we’ve been getting closer to the tower,”
he slides his nail along the curve, like a roller-coaster
cart hurtling down the drop, “we’ve been hearing the
rarer broadcasts more often.” His nail stops at the end of
the graph, at Broadcast 10:02, heard previously only
once. “Someone’s there, in the radio station, in the
tower. Someone is messing with the loop. Someone
knows we’re coming.”
This, of course, is the simple truth of evacuations:
they are temporary things, a bow and a step back to
allow nature to throw its tantrum, but always followed
by a return, more complete and total, lines drawn
straighter, trenches dug deeper, the green and blue
pushed back, back, back. Always back. Always better
domesticated, territorialized, contained.
When the prairie roared, though, no one had any idea
how to contain it. It was the prairie; there had never
been anything to contain.
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Mother waits outside the radio station.
They see her from a little ways off, and though
Daughter’s heart begins its rambunctious rhythms, and
though her breath quickens, at the core of her, down
where she is still Maggie, there is no surprise, no
leaping or let down. Since she set out so long ago,
quietly slipping out a side door in the housing she’d
been temporarily assigned—always temporarily, never
permanently—Daughter has known with a bedrock kind
of knowing that this moment would happen. Her
mother, alive and well, right where the world left her.
“Halloooooo travelers!” Mother shouts when they
are near enough to hear her. She waves her arms.
Daughter runs and then they are tangled, arms
wrapping around one another, smiles and tears and all
the rest. While Daughter and her mother bond,
recreating themselves in this new place, Kid stands by,
uncomfortable in the shadow of the tower, his hands
opening and closing the zipper on his grey bag.
“I knew I’d find you here,” Daughter says. “We’ve
been walking for weeks, looking for you everywhere,
but I knew you would be here.”
Mother cocks her head, the movement distinctly
birdlike, distinctly alien, and Daughter feels a rill of
cold slide up her spine.
“You were looking for me?”
Daughter can only stare, first at her mother and then
at Kid, feeling again the discombobulating chaos of this
new world, the upheaving illogical logic of this place.
“Yeah. Weren’t you looking for me?” Daughter asks,
aware that the question makes her sound young, so
young.
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In return, Mother only stares, like a woman trying to
hear a voice in a storm, a message in the static.
“It’s good you’re here,” Mother says after Daughter
has explained how they arrived. Mother seems to
understand she’s said something wrong, though she
can’t pick it out, and now she’s trying to make amends.
Daughter nods and Kid grunts, noncommittal, both
trying to understand the lay of this new land: Daughter
as a child still searching for her mother in this woman,
Kid as an outsider trying not to disturb a fragile peace.
“So,” the older woman says, smiling wide at
Daughter and Kid, “should we go inside? Take the
tour?” Mother waggles her eyebrows.
Daughter notices gaps in her mother’s smile, voids
where teeth used to be. Her hair, too, looks to be falling
out, and she has a hundred other oddities and
degenerations marking her: a rash running rampant
around her neck, a calcified strip of skin lancing down
one arm, a protrusion pushing at the fabric of her shirt
near her back. And on and on.
Daughter might have once focused on these
afflictions and pains and abnormalities, but just as she
has bent and broken in the face of this new natural
reality around her, so she bends and breaks before this
new mother.
“Let’s do it,” Daughter says, and Kid echoes the
sentiment.
Inside, at the control booth, Kid pushes all the
buttons. Mother stands back, smiling her gapped smile,
and Daughter can’t help but join her.
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“How does the loop work?” Kid asks, the pads of his
fingers bouncing from button to button.
Mother shrugs. “I have no idea.”
“Then how did you change which broadcast aired?”
Daughter asks, thinking of Kid’s graph, his
calculations. Someone is messing with the loop.
Someone knows we’re coming.
“I didn’t.” Mother says, wandering off to examine a
patch of prairie grasses growing sideways in through a
crack in one of the walls.
Daughter turns to Kid, a question in her eyes.
“It must have been electrical or something,” Kid
says, his face cherubic in the light of the board. “I don’t
know. This place is letting go, I guess. It was random
and we just wanted to see intent.”
Mother squawks in surprise and points out the
window.
“Oh, my dear!” She moves over and places a hand on
Daughter’s shoulder. “I forgot all about the apple tree
outside. You must try one of these apples; they’re so
bizarre!”
Mother moves to the door, and Daughter follows,
still trying to make sense of this woman, still trying to
see the mother that was in the person this is.
“I’ll meet you out there. I wanna fiddle with this
some more,” Kid says, turning back to the soundboard.
His fingers move over the colored buttons in a way that
reminds Daughter of the way he lightly traced the bell
curve, the path that brought her to her mother.
“Alright, but don’t take too long. Night here is a
scary thing,” Mother says, and she takes Daughter’s
hand, the two walking out together.
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At the apple tree, Mother pulls down two pieces of
fruit and tosses one to Daughter. She is smiling, and
Daughter tries not to stare at the dark, uncanny spaces
between the older woman’s teeth.
“Go on, go on,” Mother says, her eyes bright with
excitement.
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A voice in Daughter’s head is urging her to put down
the apple, to shake her mother until she comes to her
senses, to scream at this new world and this new life
until it recognizes her, but then she remembers Kid
screaming at that enormous insect, remembers his
useless anger and frustration.
Daughter takes a bite.
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A bitter, harsh smell clogs her nose, and her skin
breaks out in gooseflesh, and then she is spitting out the
apple, the dark purple flesh of the bite raining to the
ground in a shower of spit and fruit and, there at the
end, as Daughter is gagging, a tooth.
“Isn’t it marvelous?” Mother asks, holding up her
own apple and gazing at it, adoration in her eyes. “The
apple trees here don’t care about us any more; they’ve
begun growing fruit that we can’t eat, not without
destroying our bodies.”
Daughter opens her mouth to shout at her mother,
but the older woman is still talking.
“I’ve found raspberries that cause temporary
blindness and oak trees that, if you touch them, whisper
the most beautiful songs in the world. There’s a lilac
bush down the street that weeps oil twice a day and
does absolutely nothing to you when you eat, smell,
touch, or listen to its leaves. Downstairs, in the
basement, a family of swallows has been flying in a
circle for almost sixty-five days, and when I tried to
catch one, it went through my hand, as though it weren’t
even there. Or as though I weren’t.
“Don’t you see,” Mother asks, eyes open and
hopeful, her smile a checkerboard, “this is a world
where we don’t belong.”
In the gaps in her mother’s teeth, and as she winds a
tongue around the new absence in her own, Daughter
begins to see the beauty in what her mother says, in the
apathetic growth of the tree, the ghostly flight of the
swallow. Nature outside of human nature.
In the shade of the radio tower, Daughter and Mother
share a meal, the last of Daughter’s supplies joining
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with a stash of food Mother has stockpiled. There,
dining on canned beans and dried fruits and bags of
stale chips, the two watch a pack of geese, flying in a
scattershot cluster low in the air. Their wings, Daughter
notices as they get closer, are covered in spores, dozens
of tiny beige mushrooms looking dull in the sun’s light.
After a period of silence, in which Mother stares
unblinking at a patch of bluestem growing in looping,
shivering spirals, Daughter clears her throat.
“I guess you probably won’t want to come back with
me,” she says, keeping her eyes just above where
Mother is, her gaze settling on a tree in the distance.
“Oh no, my dear. I could never do that. There’s just
too much here to see, to taste, to smell. There’s just too
much.”
Daughter nods and continues.
“Then I’m going to stay with you and go further in,”
she points, at the tree she’s been considering and
beyond, deeper into the prairie, further into this new
land.
“Wonderful, wonderful,” Mother says, though she is
back to considering the bluestem, lowering herself to it,
eyes only inches away.
“If I’m going to find you,” Daughter says, though
mostly to herself, “it’s not going to be by running
away.”
Kid comes out a little later, and though he hasn’t
eaten in just as long as Daughter, he waves away their
food. His color is up, and his hair is wet with sweat.
“What’s up?” Daughter asks, squinting at him, trying
to figure out what’s different, what’s changed. But of
course, everything has changed; why should Kid be any
different?
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“Nothing,” he says, “all good. Just ready to get out of
that place.” He hooks a thumb at the station, and
Daughter nods.
“It haunts me, too, sometimes,” Mother says, putting
a hand on Kid’s shoulder, firming her lips into a solemn
frown. “Let’s go see something more beautiful.”
As they walk away, Daughter takes out the radio, its
bright orange plastic looking more and more alien in
this place, more and more unnatural. She flicks it on, the
ghost repeater already looping, already howling its
haunting into the world.
“The River Broadcast,” Daughter says, smiling
fondly, thinking of the hundreds of times she and Kid
have probably heard this one. He smiles, too, and
Daughter hands him the radio, which he clips to his
shirt. As Daughter makes eye contact with him, she
finally realizes what’s changed. His grey bag is gone,
and Daughter cocks her head in confusion.
The radio station explodes.
The sound is gargantuan, a living thing that bellows
into the sky. The three of them fall to the ground, and
like fish pulled out of water, they flop around until they
can see the radio station, a huge section of the roof
spitting flame and smoke into the air, the tower angled
dangerously away, like a broken finger threatening
desertion from hand.
Daughter pushes herself to her feet and helps the
others up before they all scurry away to a safe distance,
to where the station and its fire are an object of curiosity
instead of an immediate concern.
“I’m sorry,” Kid says, without a trace of sadness or
apology in his voice. “I just—”
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“You don’t need to apologize to me, dear,” Mother
says, patting his shoulder. Daughter moves to his other
side and clasps his hand, pointing with one finger high
into the sky, where the smoke had begun to reach the
masses of flying creatures.
“Look, it’s not even disturbing them,” Daughter
says, smiling and feeling her breath whistling out
through the gap in her teeth.
And it’s true: the smoke and the heat from the
explosion are mere ghosts to this world, a specter of
what was making way for what will be.
“What a beautiful sight,” Mother says, though it’s
not clear whether she’s talking about the station or the
fire or the birds flying or something else. Her eyes are
closed.
“Yes, it is,” Daughter says.
Kid reaches up to turn off the radio clipped to his
shirt, but Daughter stops his hand. The Ghost is gone,
replaced in the explosion by static, complete and
unchanging, a bed of fresh soil from which this new
world might grow.
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Irina pulled her coat tighter around her as she was
whipped by the chilly afternoon winds. It was typical of
The Witches’ Council to call a meeting on the evening
after a thunderstorm had battered the town. As she
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stepped into the brightly lit hall, the entrance shimmered
upon recognizing her aura. When she had experienced
this for the first time as a fledgling witch, Irina had
marvelled that such a grand hall would only appear as a
derelict building to a mundane. Now she felt burdened
by the charmed blood that ran through her veins and the
dissolution of the camaraderie she once had.
She paused in the doorway to survey the room. She
was tempted to sit in a random faction in defiance of the
clear labels but decided her list of infractions was long
enough. She dutifully marched over to the small table
marked ‘TIME WITCHES’ and slumped into the chair
nearest to the exit.
A young woman with white-blonde hair and ice blue
eyes turned around at the sound. Though she should
have known better, Irina’s heart fluttered with an influx
of hope. She held her breath as if the very act would
somehow yield different results. Miranda’s expression
remained as unchanged as her resentment towards Irina
who had first defied the Council’s out-dated rules 3
years ago. When she’d lost the close friendship of the
girl everyone called her twin though Miranda’s
colouring was directly opposite of hers, Irina had
wondered if helping the mundane had been worth it. In
spite of the consequences, she still thought it was.
She didn’t believe rules based on the tumultuous
times of the witch trials were relevant in this time. As
the offspring of an absentee father and a sickly mother,
Irina had spent most of her young life moving from one
homeless shelter to another so she knew what it was like
to depend on someone else to stay alive. In fact when
her powers had started to manifest, it had been a world
weary nun who had pointed an orphaned Irina in the
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direction of someone who could help her. She had been
placed with a family and inducted into the local coven.
Chairperson VanGuard approached the podium and
silence spread through the room. When Irina had
completed the designation ritual a year early at 13,
Chairperson VanGuard had held the young uncertain
girl in her arms and praised her for possessing a talent
so few had been granted. She was a time witch. Irina
had been speechless. Not only had she found a place in
this spectacular world, she held a coveted one. She had
made her mentor proud with her progress. Now Irina
wondered if even a smidgen of those feelings still
existed. The powerful sorceress was barely visible
above the podium but her magical presence was
gargantuan. Her clear clipped tone carried across the
hall.
“Welcome factions. This will be a short meeting. In
light of the destruction wrought by yesterday’s storm,
the Council would like to remind everyone of the
importance of adhering to the rules. We have already
had five infractions and while these weren’t committed
by the usual delinquents…”
She paused to flick a scathing glance at Irina and a
few snickers littered the hall. Irina clenched her teeth
against the tears welling in her eyes. She could move to
another town but the Council ruled all factions in the
country and she had no doubt the news of her rampant
disobedience would have settled in way before she did.
“There was no reason for anyone to commit them in
the first place. Please note that it brings the Council no
pleasure when we dole out punishment. However, the
rules are in place to ensure order and anonymity. With
this mind, all members are required to only use magic to
fix their property in as far as it will not arouse suspicion
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in surrounding mundanes. Do not use your powers to
undertake any repairs for the mundane community.”
She paused as if daring anyone in attendance to offer
a rebuttal. There was only silence.
“That is all.”
Irina sprang from her chair and fled the building. She
let her coat billow around her lifting the load of her
warring roles of obligation and exile. She hoped the
weather would be better tomorrow so she would be able
to open her shop. At least the mundanes liked her
company. On her loneliest days she took solace in
knowing she had made a difference in the lives of
persons who had needed her as well as the firm belief
that the Council would come to its senses one day.
In the morning, the sun lounged lazily in the sky,
brightening the day but bringing only a modicum of
warmth. Still Irina made the brief walk from her modest
home to an even more modest shop at the back of the
mall. The words “MADAME IRINA—BLESSED
FORTUNE TELLER” were emblazoned on the shop’s
door. Irina doubted she was blessed and there was
certainly no fortune in her life of late. Still, it was a job
and every now and then she had the opportunity to help
someone.
A few hours passed before her entrance bell chimed.
Irina watched passively from her antique chair as the
couple entered her shop. The frown etched into the
man’s wrinkled face told her the woman was likely the
one interested in having her fortune read. A few
moments of silence passed before the man waved in the
direction of the small chair stationed opposite Irina’s.
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“Well you wanted to come in here. Go get it over
with.”
The slight woman dutifully sat down. She perched at
the edge as if she were afraid to get too comfortable.
Irina smiled and took the woman’s trembling hands into
her own.
“Please… relax. It will make the reading easier. Tell
me your name.”
The man chuckled from the doorway and muttered,
“Some fortune teller. Can’t even bother to guess a
name.”
Irina ignored him but the woman cast her eyes
downwards as her cheeks stained crimson.
“It’s alright. Just your name.”
“Astra.”
“Alright, Astra. Let’s see what your future holds.”
Irina placed Astra’s hands on the table with the
palms turned upwards and traced each with her
fingertips. Flashes tore into Irina like a cat o’ nine tails
drenched in a corrosive acid. Astra’s pain lit her body
afire. She took deep breaths and forced her mind to
focus on what was past, present and future. A tiny girl
cried inconsolably in front of a trio of headstones. Based
on the inscriptions, Irina assumed they belonged to
Astra’s parents and a sister. The vision phased to Astra
standing before a dull grey building with the sign
declaring it an orphanage barely clinging to its exterior.
The stench of fear seeped through the memory and Irina
moved forward.
She emerged on a dimly lit dance floor beside Astra
and a man who held her closely. She nestled her head in
his shoulder and smiled hesitantly. Irina frowned at the
desperation from both parties that pervaded this vision.
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She suspected how this would end but she moved
forward.
In the next vision, Astra tumbled down the stairs in
slow motion. Each bump and crack echoed through the
sensory heightened arena of Irina’s mind. Astra’s
battered frame crashed to the bottom of the stairwell.
Her eyes were closed and her hands reached out to Irina
as if seeking intervention. At the top of the stairs her
husband peered down, his expression shifting from
boredom to irritation when she didn’t get up.
“For God’s sake,” he muttered.
Irina didn’t need to see any more of Astra’s past or
feel the heart rending emotions lurking in her memories.
She moved on, pushing away any vision with emotions
attached. Finally she walked into a scene which lacked
the clarity of the ones before. She could see Astra and
her husband in what looked to be the same living area.
Their lips were moving but whatever sound came out
was so distorted, it seemed to be coming to her from
underwater. The husband pushed Astra to the ground
and she hit her head on the brick façade of the fireplace.
One hand clasped her stomach protectively while her
other hand landed beside a black metal poker. Her
fingers itched to grasp it.
When she hesitated, her husband stomped on her
hand before burying his hand in her hair and pulling her
from the room. Her chance was lost. Irina stared into the
crackling fire. A glint caught her eye and her breath
hitched in her throat as she realized what it was. A
decision point. She reached into the fire and grasped the
minute spark. Immediately she was transported to the
point in time when Astra’s hand landed beside the
poker. This time, she didn’t hesitate. Astra grabbed the
poker and lunged at her husband’s thigh. A look of
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disbelief clouded his face as his beige slacks turned
crimson. As he crumpled to the ground, Astra stood up
and brought the poker down across his head.
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There was a glimmer of light and out of curiosity
Irina glided from one vision into another. The next
scene was barely there. It was only a flash but it was all
Irina needed to see. Astra and a little girl with her
mother’s wiry brunette curls framing her face. They
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were sitting on a bench, eating ice cream cones and
laughing.
With a gasp, Irina’s eyes flew open and Astra
clutched her hands tightly.
“What did you see?” she asked anxiously.
Irina bit her lip. This was the tricky part. The part she
had been forbidden to practice by The Witches’
Council. Her eyes darted to the frowning man in her
doorway. It was worth it.
“I see… changes in your future.”
“Changes?”
“There will be important opportunities for
improvement in your future but you must recognize
them and grasp them.”
Astra looked at her in confusion.
“Grasp them?”
Irina dug for the memory of the decision point and
muttered an incantation. She made small circles in
Astra’s palm, willing her magic to build and imprint the
image into the woman’s mind. Fire burned in Irina’s
veins, pulsing and exploding into Astra’s palm soliciting
a yelp.
“Grasp, Astra. Do you understand?”
Astra nodded numbly. Her husband pushed off from
the wall and threw $15 on the table. He grabbed Astra’s
hand from Irina’s and pulled her away.
“Alright that’s enough. You’re already wasting my
money. I don’t need you to waste my time too.”
He glared at Irina.
“What kind of bullshit reading was that anyway?”
Irina shrugged.
“I guess I’m not that good of a fortune teller.”
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His frown deepened and he flung the door open
dragging Astra with him. The door slammed and a
commanding voice filled the room.
“Seventh infraction. Time witches observe the
future, they do not influence it.”
A black weathered hand appeared and dragged a
single grey claw down the wall, deeply gouging the
concrete. Blood spurted from an identical wound on
Irina’s back, spanning the distance from the shoulder to
her waist. As the blood soaked her blouse and pain
dimmed her vision, she wrapped her arms around
herself and whispered softly.
“It was worth it. It was worth it.”
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Nebula Girl
Maria DePaul
Amorphous hazy
Shapeless collection
Of dust gravity
Has not taken hold
Looking out into
Vast empty space
Mostly dark matter
Pulled by many forces
To become whole
Means yielding to
Internal energy
Growing firmer
The alternative is
To become absorbed
By everything else
Or disintegrate utterly

Nebula Girl
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Entwined
J.N. Powell
It is on Life’s forested path
that something suddenly traps me.
Trips me like a tree root,
shooting up from the ground.
Wraps around my ankles,
and multiplies—
dragging me down.
I fight at first,
but too many of the forest vines
creep closer and closer and slowly entwine.
They whisper:
My name is Beloved Belongings.
My name is Never Enough.
Me?
My name is swallowed up and gone forever.
I am one with the consuming vine.
My salvation is to see
the thousands upon thousands of others
entangled in cages of root and tree.
Each cage holds close a captive—
as captivated and captured as me.
They blink and breathe through their entwined vines,
barely alive.
With a smile, this becomes my mantra:
I am not alone.
With a laugh, this becomes my reason to be happy:
I am not alone.

Patchwork Girl

Because:
I would rather be like everyone else
than different and alone.
I would rather be normal and the same
than free and alone.
So leave me to my blinking and my breathing.
This is my cage.
These are my things.
Go get your own.
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